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Ist June 1987, Searl released 2,000 copies of his newsletter number 24: containing data which he now
unclassified: for the public to know what had taken place and where.
It was release as GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION TWELVE: from 13 Blackburn, Lower Strand,
Grahame Park Estate, London NW9-5NG. England.
There is a class of occasions in, which entities behave as if they were exempt from any but reversible
interactions and were subject only to cyclic changes in their inner constitution.
If you got that copy, you will see the next page show Searl registration No 2076829 certify that:
DIRECT INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE CONSORTIUM LIMITED was registered on the 24th November
1986.
In this opening, he made these statements:
The scientist and the philosopher have tried to discard from their language such words as RATHER,
SOMEWHAT, PERHAPS, and to avoid all forms of adjectives that end with ISH.
Searl accepts that they may not object to saying this colour is greyish; but they will not tolerate such
expressions, as this proposition is TRUE-ISH or RATHER TRUE or even SOMEWHAT TRUE.
Searl says yet such words that draw attention to the uncertainty and relativity of all our possible knowledge
are indispensable if we are not to deceive ourselves and mislead others in what we say.
Searl books and newsletter was target to help the public to understand what he was attempting to achieve.
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Searl understands that throughout the past two thousand five hundred years the spiritual history of mankind
has been a quest for the absolute the ultimate values – TRUTH – BEAUTY – and the best – have been
pursued in absolute terms.
Searl understand that philosophy has demanded doctrines absolute self-consistency, completes, and
adequacy; science has sought for final principles of explanation and rigorous laws of nature possessing
universal validity Searl is aware that religious devotees could not bring themselves to believe in a God
whom they could not regard as absolutely incomprehensible and yet absolutely good.
Searl adds to that God was absolutely powerful and yet absolutely merciful not quite what Searl observes
then he was not brainwashed by formal education; art looked for the ideal of an absolute beauty, and for
forms that should be final and imperishable.
In political and social life, men have looked for ideal forms of society in which absolute justice could be
combine with perfect equality and complete freedom; yet this is something Searl has not witness, in fact he
witness the opposite effects that evil are allowed to function regardless of who suffers by their actions.
Searl understands like him belief in the possibility of discovering absolute values has been the guiding
principle of Searl, not only of the Graeco-Roman civilisation and those that have descended from it, but also
of the Islamic, Hindu, and far eastern civilisations.
Searl accepts that it has been accepted as a dogma throughout the megalanthropic epoch; the motive behind
the unquestioning acceptance of this dogma has been the desire to sustain man’s illusion that he stands at the
centre of a world, which he can know and master.
Searl does not use any form as a God to cover his lack of knowledge and understanding nor does he need
any such technology to give him peace in dying, as death is the partner of life from which you came and in
the end must return to be recycle back into the system.
This newsletter continues with the meeting as follows:
STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. is plan to represent the best in control and operation and the workshops on
automation and ground support will be just as well plan; robots are a must within a real-time space
business; unions are out – work committees are in; and no smoking will be the order of the day.
All personnel for STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. will have to be check for - Aids – VD – Heart – Cancer
problems.
The design of STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. is no simple thing – to link all systems up will take every bit
of skill Searl can master; it will be no simple thing to put together the robotic automation research vehicles
which will carry out program routines upon other planets surface.
However, everything we do or develop will be demonstrated and explain within these newsletters – and will
one day be exhibition at the NEC and other main shows.
Searl states that the design of STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. is only limit by our own imagination; its
internal décor – its outer shell technology – its functions – all defined by the limits of one’s brain capability
to image and reason upon that imagination.
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As Searl states, that these so-call imagination periods generally present a series of building blocks, as a
flowchart, with the interfaces shown the prime task is to relate each part to that flowchart to its mechanical
representation.
Searl agrees there are occasions where we cannot relate parts of that flowchart to component parts; thus that
item we cannot produce; it does not mean the person is mad; all it means is that we have not yet reached that
stage in technology or engineering.
Searl sates that so far to date no interest has been shown, in relation to having a space club; nevertheless, we
are moving along the road, which will in the end enter the second phase of the SPACE PROJECT
SWALLOW programme, STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK.V into being; full-scale construction to test
construction and all life systems; up-powering the structure.
Searl stated that this phase will be the first time that we have done anything which will help in financing
itself by leasing out sections on completion; this is a very exciting stage of the programme; it will not only
prove Searl correct in his planning – designing – which will yield much knowledge which is lacking within
the scientific world.
Searl admits that there appears to be misleading views, which scientists have about their own findings in
structural systems; today more information upon Searl work has been release; and we shall follow the work
of STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. as we did on the DEMO 1 project being the phase one of the work.
Searl has no doubts that this phase of the program will bring much more publicity than the phase one, which
has ended; and drawings upon this work, which have been release, were done by an artist’s named Trevor
Roberts.
Where on earth he is these days Searl have not the slightest idea, is he in heaven or is he in hell that elusive
Trevor Roberts; so can any reader send us his whereabouts so we can write him about our progress,
So far to date no forward progress has taken place upon the space club side of this company, the site for this
second phase was clear ready for use by Tony Justice,
This phase of the work will need much funding until it starts to earn money; therefore – the rate progress
made is in relation to your efforts in supporting this programme with cash; Searl is looking for artists and
those who are good at preparing advertisements materials.
In the UK Searl are searching for land, it can be any waste land, or farm land, or an airfield, any land which
is not in use, or any eyesore which wants to be cleared up and used, the area needed minimum is 3 x 3
square acres or more if possible.
Strange that in 2009 Searl is still seeking a house that will meet his needs for this work, because Peter
and his group of robbers has created a position that Searl could not replace the goods again in that flat
and after another attempt by a stranger to rob him of his pension, moved out of the area.
It should be clear that Searl would begin to hear about NASA and the Russians space efforts and would
chase up the data from them.
In this newsletter, Searl studied NASA data and the one he talks about in this issue was Friendship 7 because
he once had a 12-inch record double sided called Friendship 7 and it was released by Columbia Records I
think unfortunate it was stolen but it had some of the most wonderful music background Searl had ever
heard.
It was an astronaut, who failed to pass out as an astronaut, giving a full account of what it was like to train as
an astronaut; it was something that Searl treasured, Searl think he even gave the names of those who had
been selected for the Moon flights to be.
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Because Searl loved the music background that was so well done clearly, Searl would study this flight
program, and he did just that and this newsletter carried the information he found.

Left: The first American to orbit the Earth was Mercury 6 astronaut John Glenn. M. Scott Carpenter became
the second American in orbit, aboard Mercury 7 shown above during liftoff.
Searl appreciate that many viewers were too young to known about this event, but it was important issue for
America, but what one do not realise that it also help Searl it confirm that Russia was not the only country
that could get man into space.
So man could after all travel in space, clearly Searl understood why they selected the rocket as the carrier,
many viewers might not understand why – Searl terms this as the vertical system – but the Law of the
Squares suggest to Searl that there are always two prime systems.
To Searl logic, mind that if this vertical approach is one option then the other has to be opposite – surely,
that relates to a horizontal system; Searl could not help seeing that both Russia and America had chosen the
vertical concept, therefore the horizontal option was an open door and Searl took the gamble and staked it as
his system of choice to research and develop it.
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Searl is able to include a colour shot of America first man in space John Glenn Jr; Searl taken note of your
complaints that the typing was too small to read, well here Searl is retyping it at a larger size print and
colour added where possible; hope that answer your request.
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It is clear from Searl ancient newsletters that by 1963, he had stated to think of the horizontal flight concept,
even though in his agreement with then his team Lunic Enterprises no commercial agreements or
information release of where or who was involve.
As these members one by one were departing for another domain, Searl had to rethink upon how he was to
continue the study work, he began to take interest in what America, and Russia was achieving after all he
had no argument with either country.
Which accounts for why he release this article in his newsletter No. 24, proving when he started to change
his mind about his agreement to keep secret what he was doing.
In addition, to look at possible marketplace slot for his business to be; so let us look at what he wrote which
many readers complained that it was too small to read; well this reprint will solve that issue.

FRIENDSHIP 7 / MERCURY-ATLAS 6 – FEBRUARY 20, 1962 – FLIGHT 5:
NAME

: Friendship 7 / Mercury-Atlas 6: Mercury Craft 13.

SEQUENCE

: fifth astro-flight, fifth spaceflight, 3rd Earth orbit.

LAUNCH DATE

: February 20, 1962 (Searl is nearly 30 years old)

LAUNCH SITE

: Pad 14, Cape Canaveral, U.S.A,

LAUNCH VEHICLE

: Atlas 109D.

FLIGHT TYPE

: 4 hours 55 minutes 23 seconds.

SPACECRAFT WEIGHT

: 2,987 lbs.

CREW

: Lt-Col John Herschel Glenn Jr, 40, USMC.

FACT:
As chimpanzee Enos was being recovered from the Atlantic Ocean on November 29, 1961, after completing
a trouble filled second orbital test flight of the Mercury capsule, NASA confirmed that the third manned
Redstone ballistic mission would be scrubbed and its pilot reassigned to the first manned orbital flight.
Therefore, John Glenn, instead of making what would have been the most anonymous Mercury mission,
flew the one that captured worldwide attention and made him an American hero; it was also the flight that
the seven original astronauts coveted most.
You may have forgotten that this success did not go to plan as the flight was scheduled to take place on
December 20, 1961, but was postponed first to January 16, 1962. Then January 23 and January 27.
Searl understands that on that last occasion Glenn lay in the tiny capsule for nearly six hours going nowhere
fast as the countdown was held again and again.
Poor soul, but his torture was ended by bad weather amazing how God help those in dying need for a wee
and when he finally emerged from the capsule he said quietly: Oh well, there’ll be another day.
To Searl understanding Glenn was born in Cambridge, Ohio, U.S.A. on July 18, 1921, which means he
landed on planet Earth about 11 years ahead of Searl, at this time Searl have never been to Cambridge, Ohio,
or in fact never been anywhere in Ohio, U.S.A.
Glenn to Searl knowledge entered the US Navy as a cadet in 1942, which is an interesting point as Searl
enter as a Navy cadet on 6th July 1944 but not in the US Navy.
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